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Art & Photography

A MOTHER’S LOVE
16x20 photo on canvas of wild Coquerel’s Sifka mother and infant hanging on branch. Taken in Anjajavy, Madagascar, June 2019

Includes:
Photo on canvas by Geoffrey Yuen
Est. value: $70

Courtesy of donor/s: Geoffrey Yuen

CROWNED JEWEL OF ANKARANA
8x12 photo on canvas of young female Crowned Lemur. Taken in Ankarana, Madagascar, June 2019

Includes:
Photo on canvas by Geoffrey Yuen
Est. value: $25

Courtesy of donor/s: Geoffrey Yuen
BYRNE ART 2018

Artwork by the Duke Lemur Center’s well-known and dedicated volunteer, artist Julie Byrne. She has donated original pieces of art of lemurs for use in signage around the Center, as well as for creating notecards. This painting was used for the DLC’s 2018 holiday notecard featuring Mongoose Lemurs Carolina and Nacho.

Includes:
Acrylic painting by Julie Byrne

Est. value: $175

Courtesy of donor/s: Julie Byrne

BYRNE HOLIDAY CARD ORIGINAL 2017

Artwork by the Duke Lemur Center’s well-known and dedicated volunteer, artist Julie Byrne. She has donated original pieces of art of lemurs for use in signage around the Center, as well as for creating notecards. This painting was used for the DLC’s 2017 holiday card - Crowned Lemurs Seshat and Seshen.

Includes:
Original art by Julie Byrne

Est. value: $175

Courtesy of donor/s: Julie Byrne

EAT YOUR FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

A Brown Lemur in Anjajavy, Madagascar. Image printed on 16x20 canvas from a photo that the DLC’s Memory Dossenbach took during her recent trip to Madagascar with the DLC’s Magical Madagascar tour with Charlie Welch.

Includes:
Photo on canvas by Memory Dossenbach

Est. value: $70

Courtesy of donor/s: Memory Dossenbach
GOT LEMUR?
Two adorable Ring-tailed Lemurs in black and white on a lap quilt. Made by the DLC’s very own volunteer, Alice McKenzie, using the Lana Lemur Quilt Pattern by Elizabeth Hartman.

Includes:
Lana Lemur Quilt

Est. value: $75

Courtesy of donor/s: Alice McKenzie

I SEE YOU
A young female Crowned Lemur in the Ankarana, Madagascar. Image printed on 16x20 canvas from a photo that the DLC’s Memory Dossenbach took during her recent trip to Madagascar with the DLC’s Magical Madagascar tour with Charlie Welch.

Includes:
Photo on canvas by Memory Dossenbach

Est. value: $70

Courtesy of donor/s: Memory Dossenbach

I’LL KEEP YOU WARM AT NIGHT
This amazing knitted afghan in the perfect fall colors is all you need to wrap up on a chilly day.

Includes:
Knitted Afghan

Est. value: $100

Courtesy of donor/s: Maria Ester Blanco

INDRI IN THE WIND
Photo taken by Laura Branan on the 2018 Magical Madagascar Tour. It depicts an Indri hanging from a tree in Adasibe-Mantadia Nat'l Park.

Includes:
Photo on canvas by Laura Branan

Est. value: $70

Courtesy of donor/s: Laura Branan
ON ANJAJAVY TIME

*Photo taken by Laura Branan on the 2018 Magical Madagascar Tour. It depicts a Coquerel’s Sifaka in a tree in Anjajavy.*

**Includes:**
Photo on canvas by Laura Branan

**Est. value:** $70

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Laura Branan

PSYCHEDELIC MADAGASCAR

*The island of Madagascar in a beautiful decorative item.*

**Includes:**
Madagascar wall décor

**Est. value:** $30

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Bornbusch Artwork

RING-TAILED LEMUR BOWL DECOR

*Bowl painted in black of a Ring-tailed Lemur resting peacefully on a tree.*

**Includes:**
Ceramic bowl by artist Sadie Rapp

**Est. value:** $95

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Sadie Rapp

LEMUR BLUES

*Vibrant artwork created with a pallet knife by a local artist working with acrylic paint. Artist Cindy Lucas’s work is displayed at Harvest 18, Frame Warehouse and Blue Corn Cafe.*

**Includes:**
Cindy Lucas Painting

**Est. value:** $450

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Cindy Lucas
LOVE LEMURS
“Coquerel’s Sifaka” by artist Melody D. Crow, Pinehurst, NC 12” x 12” Acrylic/mixed media painting on canvas.”

Includes:
Melody Crow Paintings
Est. value: $300
Courtesy of donor/s: Melody Crow

RING-TAILED SPLENDOR
Intricate threadwork textile artwork featuring two Ring-tailed Lemurs surrounded by a border in the colors of the 2019 Mission: Madagascar Gala.

Includes:
Threadwork Textile
Est. value: $500
Courtesy of donor/s: Jefferson and Charlotte Clark

SNUG AS A BUG
An infant Coquerel’s Sifaka in Anjajavy, Madagascar. Image printed on 16 x 20 canvases from a photo that the DLC’s Memory Dossenbach took during her recent trip to Madagascar with the DLC’s Magical Madagascar tour with Charlie Welch.

Includes:
Cozy Infant Coquerel’s Sifaka Photo Canvas
Est. value: $70
Courtesy of donor/s: Memory Dossenbach
TO THE TREES!
12 X 16 Leaping Coquerel's Sifaka Mother and baby. Taken Anjajavy, Madagascar June 2019

Includes:
Photo on Canvas by Geoffrey Yuen

Est. value: $40

Courtesy of donor/s: Geoffrey Yuen

TROPICAL LEMUR QUILT ARTWORK

Stunning quilt using batik fabrics in the colors of the tropics. This was created by award winning quilting artist Kathryn Fullerton. Measures 65“x72”

Includes:
Batik Quilt

Est. value: $300

Courtesy of donor/s: Kathryn Fullerton

Entertainment & Shows

A. GRANDE EVENING

Includes: two tickets for the Ariana Grande Sweetener World Tour on Friday, Nov. 22nd at 7:30 p.m. at PNC Arena, Raleigh NC. Seats are in Section FLR5 Row 4, Seats 13 and 14.

Includes:
Two tickets to Ariana Grande concert on 11/22/19

Est. value: $835

Courtesy of donor/s: The Rigsby Family
**Experiences**

**A YEAR OF ART FOR THE FAMILY - VISIT AND CREATE!**

*Be inspired by artworks at the Nasher Art Museum. A family membership includes admission for two adults and children under 18, four free passes to special ticketed exhibitions, and other benefits.*

*Then express your own creativity at Anders Ruff Workshop, a boutique DIY studio that offers hands-on classes for creating custom and charming home decor from raw materials. Join an instructor-led workshop to make custom wood signs, framed signs, canvas pillows, round signs, lazy susans, centerpiece boxes, tote bags, and more! AR Workshop will help you take your home decor to the next level and have fun while creating it!*

**Includes:**
- Nasher Museum of Art Family Membership
- Anders Ruff Workshop $75 Gift Certificate

**Est. value:** $170

**Courtesy of donor(s):** Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University and Anders Ruff Workshop

**AND WE’RE WALKING……**

*Come experience North Carolina’s best restaurants and food shops in the most unique way. Go behind the scenes to chat with chefs and artisans, and enjoy their delicious food. What better way to get to know Raleigh, Durham, Chapel Hill/ Carrboro, Hillsborough, Greensboro, Winston-Salem, Wilmington, Charlotte, and Asheville than on a walking food tour? Join us for the tastiest tours in North Carolina!*

**Includes:**
- Taste Carolina Walking Food Tour

**Est. value:** $100

**Courtesy of donor(s):** Taste of Carolina
COKE, A SMILE AND ONE FOR THE GIPPER…

"And the last thing he said to me -- "Rock," he said - "sometimes, when the team is up against it -- and the breaks are beating the boys -- tell them to go out there with all they got and win just one for the Gipper."

Notre Dame Football Head Coach Knute Rockne

Includes:

Coca-Cola Football Package
2 tickets to Duke vs. Notre Dame football game, Nov. 9, 2019
2 tickets to the pre-game tailgate tent
Coke Products

Est. value: $250

Courtesy of donor/s: Durham Coca-Cola Bottling Co.

DATE NIGHT AND MOO-RE

Fine Southern Dining at The Angus Barn Steakhouse, a Raleigh icon serving American style cuisine including in-house aged steaks, fresh seafood, local grown vegetables and homemade desserts. While mom and dad are out the kids can enjoy coloring and having fun with this cow themed basket.

Includes:

The Angus Barn $100 Gift Certificate
Basket full of cow themed fun

Est. value: $150

Courtesy of donor/s: Angus Barn and Barbara Collins

DATE NIGHT DINNER AND A MOVIE

David M. Overton, the company’s founder, opened the first Cheesecake Factory restaurant in Beverly Hills, California, in 1978. The restaurant established the future chain’s pattern of featuring an eclectic menu, large portions, and signature cheesecakes.

Includes:

Cheesecake Factory - $50 Gift Card
Two Tickets to AMC Theater

Est. value: $90

Courtesy of donor/s: Cheesecake Factory and AMC Theater
DINNER AND A MOVIE
David M. Overton, the company’s founder, opened the first Cheesecake Factory restaurant in Beverly Hills, California, in 1978. The restaurant established the future chain’s pattern of featuring an eclectic menu, large portions, and signature cheesecakes. Then head to a movie at AMC theater and enjoy a show!

Includes:
Cheesecake Factory - $50 Gift Card
Two Tickets to AMC Theater

Est. value: $90

Courtesy of donor/s: Cheesecake Factory and AMC Theater

DINNER AND MOVIE NIGHT
Visit Maggiano’s for scratch-made Italian food in Durham, just like Nonna used to make. Take a seat and enjoy a cozy brunch, lunch, or dinner, or swing by the bar for a quick appetizer and beer during happy hour! Then head to AMC movie theater to enjoy a show!

Includes:
Maggiano’s Little Italy - $50 Gift Card
Two (2) Tickets to AMC Theater

Est. value: $130

Courtesy of donor/s: Maggiano’s Little Italy and AMC Theater

DISCOVER DURHAM ONE STEP AT A TIME
Quirky characters, iconic tobacco factories, hip watering holes, nationally-acclaimed restaurants, Black Wall Street and Durham’s origins — how it came to be, its rise, fall and rise again as the coolest city in the South. This walking tour will cover Durham’s history while exploring the downtown area.

Includes:
Brown Hat walking tour of Durham
75- minute walking tour of downtown Durham for up to 25 people

Est. value: $299

Courtesy of donor/s: Brown Hat Tours
ELODIE FARMS IN-DEPTH TOUR
The tour includes a visit to the old tobacco barns, the cheese room, the milking parlor, and the pasture where guests will meet the goats. The tour ends with a cheese tasting in the pavilion. This tour is for a group of up to 25 people and lasts approximately 2 hours. https://www.elodiefarms.com/

Includes:
Private Farm Tour for up to 25 people
Est. value: $250
Courtesy of donor/s: Elodie Farms

FINDING NEMO
The North Carolina Aquariums are dedicated to animals in their care and in the wild. They recognize the challenges threatening species locally and globally. Four locations: Roanoke Island, Pine Knoll Shores, Fort Fisher or Jennette’s Pier.

Includes:
NC Aquariums
Eight Single Use Admission Tickets
Est. value: $103.6
Courtesy of donor/s: NC Aquariums

LIFE IS AN ADVENTURE
Enjoy an evening on the water. Choose either to watch the sunset and paddle back after the final sun glints have disappeared or discover what the evening hours have to offer. Discover the sights and sounds of the water after dark on this relaxing and fun paddle. Trips take place on Friday evenings (with the exception of October and November trips, which are on Saturdays) on Falls Lake in Durham County.

Includes:
Sunset or Night Paddle on Falls Lake
Basket of kayaking needs
Subject to Availability and expires November 2, 2020
Est. value: $100
Courtesy of donor/s: Frog Hollow and Barbara Collins
**SHOP, EAT AND REPEAT**

*Fair Trade (formerly One World Market)* - As a non-profit, they focus on providing fair wages to low-income craft persons. Working with artisans who live in over 70 different developing countries, giving them access to the US market to sell their handmade crafts.

*Elmo’s Diner* has been a local Durham favorite for more than twenty years. Feel good about eating at Elmo’s where you are a friend and neighbor.

For twenty-four years, Zola Craft Gallery has displayed the work of artists living in North Carolina and across North America. Visit to see handcrafted jewelry, local pottery, hand-blown glass, functional and decorative wood pieces, and colorful art for your home and garden.

*Only Burger* is quite simply the only burger you’ll ever want! Only Burgers are fresh, made to order and served on the perfect bun. Add freshly cut fries, hand breaded onion rings, and house made sides.

**Includes:**
- Fair Trade
- Elmo’s Diner
- Zola Gallery
- Only Burger

**Est. value:** $95

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Fair Trade, Elmo’s Diner, Zola Gallery, and Only Burger

**STOP AND SMELL THE ROSES**

*Family membership at the lovely Duke Gardens* allows you to experience its glory in all seasons. You will receive invitations to members-only events, special pricing for education programs, discounts on purchases and other benefits. Complimentary subscriptions to Better Homes and Gardens and Martha Stewart Living will enhance your knowledge of gardens and gardening.

**Includes:**
- Sarah P. Duke Gardens
- Family Membership

**Est. value:** $100

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Sarah P. Duke Gardens
THE ULTIMATE FAMILY FUN PACK

Located less than five miles from downtown Durham, the Museum of Life and Science is one of NC’s top family destinations. It is home to one of the largest butterfly conservatories on the East Coast. The beautifully landscaped outdoor exhibits are safe havens for rescued black bears, endangered red wolves, and two species of lemurs!

The NC Zoo is the world’s largest natural habitat zoo which means the animals have plenty of room to roam. It is home to 1,800 animals. The zoo also leads efforts locally and globally to protect wildlife.

And when the weather outside is frightful, the movies are so delightful! Visit an AMC Theater and enjoy seeing a movie.

California Pizza Kitchen combines its passion for food with fresh high-quality ingredients to create innovative, hearth-baked pizzas cooked in an open kitchen.

Includes:
Four (4) Tickets to:
Museum of Life & Science
NC Zoo
AMC Theater
California Pizza Kitchen $30 Gift Card with CPK Cookbook

Est. value: $200

Courtesy of donor/s: Museum of Life and Science, California Pizza Kitchen, AMC Theaters, and NC Zoo

Dining & Restaurants

ELODIE FARM DINNER

A visit to Elodie farm for dinner. It includes a short tour of the farm and meeting the goats, as well as a cheese tasting and 5-course dinner.

Includes:
4 Farm Dinner Tickets

Est. value: $300

Courtesy of donor/s: Elodie Farms
WE BRING NEW ZEALAND TO YOU

Enjoy the Bach experience with a customized 3 course wine or beer pairing at Burger Bach gastropub for a party of up to six guests. Prior to the dinner, you will have a consultation with the restaurant to determine your menu.

Includes:
Burger Bach Restaurant. Customized 3 course wine or beer paring for a party of up to six (6) Offer valid for one-time experience. Gratuity not included.

Est. value: $150

Courtesy of donor/s: Burger Bach

Gifts & Miscellaneous

AND THE BEAT GOES ON.

Jam away in your own world. These amazing Beats headphones will take listening to music to a another level.

Includes:
Beats Headphones

Est. value: $100

Courtesy of donor/s: Duke University Stores

COME ON BABY LIGHT MY FIRE

A fire pit is the perfect item for a backyard get together. A festive outside evening is enhanced with the included fleece blankets, ingredients for s'mores, hot cocoa, and custom mugs. Candles and logs complete the package.

Includes:
Fire Pit
Basket of goodies to get you started

Est. value: $200

Courtesy of donor/s: The Home Depot and Barbara Collins
**DOG DAY AFTERNOON**

*Bring home some toys and treats for that special furry someone. While your dog is having fun playing, you can enjoy reading “The Genius of Dogs” signed by the authors, Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods*

**Includes:**
- Dog Toys and Treats
- Toy Basket
- The Genius of Dogs; Signed by Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods

**Est. value:** $45

**Courtesy of donor/s:** PetSmart, Alice McKenzie, Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods

**PAMPERED PET**

*Spoil your four legged friend(s) with a plush dog bed. While they are napping you can enjoy reading “The Genius of Dogs” signed by the authors, Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods*

**Includes:**
- Dog Bed
- The Genius of Dogs; Signed by Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods

**Est. value:** $80

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Barbara Collins and Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods

**SET THE PERFECT TABLE**

*Table Linens*

**Includes:**
- Table Linens - Handmade in Madagascar

**Est. value:** $75

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Noe Rajerison

**SIT, STAY, READ**

*Sit down, wrap up and read “The Genius of Dogs” signed by the authors, Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods while curled up in a cozy quilt created by Kathryn Fullerton.*

**Includes:**
- Dog/Cat Quilt
- The Genius of Dogs; Signed by Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods

**Est. value:** $75

**Courtesy of donor/s:** Kathryn Fullerton and Brian Hare and Vanessa Woods
**CALGON TAKE ME AWAY**

*One 90 minute Swedish or lymphatic massage therapy session and then a meal from Foster's Market!*  

**Includes:**  
Massage Therapy  
Foster's Market $50 Gift Card  
**Est. value:** $150  
**Courtes of donor/s:** Messier Lymphedema Management & Massage Therapy and Foster's Market

**HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?**  
*A basket filled with hair products and a gift certificate for a shampoo, cut and dry by a master stylist at Posh, The Salon.*  

**Includes:**  
Posh - The Salon Gift Basket  
**Est. value:** $150  
**Courtes of donor/s:** Cathi Lucas; Posh The Salon

**LIFE IS GOOD**  
*This Eminence Organics ten-step therapy is customized to your skin type and unique needs. Your skin is nourished with mineral-rich toniques, organic masks and nutritious serums made from fresh fruits, vegetables and herbs. A deep-tissue facial and decollate massage further detoxifies, increasing circulation, and releasing tension and stress. Also includes extractions, a hand or foot massage.*  

*Foster’s Market is a gourmet food market and cafe, focusing on scratch made soups, salads, casseroles, sandwiches and more. Everything is made in house, we even roast the turkey for our sandwiches. It is nearly impossible to describe Foster’s with one set definition. We are a restaurant, coffee bar, specialty food store and catering company.*  

**Includes:**  
Nourish Inside and Out  
Foster's Market $50 Gift Card  
**Est. value:** $115  
**Courtes of donor/s:** Nourish Inside and Out and Foster’s Market
MASSAGE YOUR TROUBLES AWAY

If you want relaxation, rejuvenation and extra focus on several areas of tightness or discomfort, this is the session for you. This is for one 90 minute Shiatsu or Thai massage therapy session

Includes:
90-minute massage session and Foster's Gift Card $50

Est. value: $120

Courtesy of donor/s: Savino Massage Therapist

Jewelry

BRING ON THE BLING

Since she began her company, Kendra has lived by three core values: Family, Fashion and Philanthropy. She created a brand and culture that authentically values giving back and making a positive difference in the community. The Kendra Scott company maintains a focus on its customers and the causes close to their hearts, abiding by the mantra “What Matters to You, Matters to Us.”

Includes:
Kendra Scott Necklace and Earrings

Est. value: $160

Courtesy of donor/s: Kendra Scott

JUST ADD SOME BLING

Aquamarine earrings.

Includes:
Diamonds Direct

Est. value: $350

Courtesy of donor/s: Diamonds Direct Crabtree Valley Mall, Raleigh
Collectors & Special Items

IF WHISKEY DOES NOT CURE IT, THERE IS NO CURE.

Ardbeg the Ultimate Limited Vintage Edition Single Malt Scotch Whiskey 1974. This was last available in May 2017.

Includes:
Single Malt Scotch Whiskey

Est. value: $2000

Courtesy of donor/s:
Walter Sinnott-Armstrong

Sporting Events & Golf Packages

DON'T PASS ON THIS PARTY - RUSH ON OVER

4 Tickets to Duke vs. Miami Football with a parking pass on November 4. Includes a $50 Gift Certificate to the Q Shack. When it comes to The Original Q-Shack, nothing is done small. The Durham, NC barbeque restaurant is known for its big taste and large portions of brisket, ribs, mac and cheese and other delicious fare.

Includes:
4 Tickets to Duke vs. Miami Football, Nov. 4th at Duke Parking Pass
Gift certificate to The Original Q-Shack

Est. value: $450

Courtesy of donor/s: Matt Cloues and The Original Q-Shack
FAIRWAY TO HEAVEN

A unique experience for today’s golfers! Croasdaile Country Club has 50 plus years of wonderful history and could not be more excited to begin its next chapter. Its classic parklands golf course is exceptionally maintained year round.

Includes:

Croasdaile Country Club Golf
Foursome PLUS Range and Golf Cart on a Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday. Expires July 1, 2020
Arrange tee times no more than 3 days in advance, proper golf attire required

Est. value: $380
Courtesy of donor/s: Croasdaile Country Club

LET'S GO DUKE

Cozy autumn days and crisp fall nights are on the way! And that means football season: a time of fun, family, and friends gathered together to cheer on your favorite team.

Includes:

Duke Football
2 Tickets to Duke vs. Miami Football Nov 4th and Parking Pass Parking in the Grounds Lot

Est. value: $160
Courtesy of donor/s: Bruce Knott

ONE, TWO, THREE STRIKES.....

The Durham Bulls have announced the team’s 2020 home International League schedule. The six-time Governors’ Cup champions will open their 70-game home slate on Thursday, April 9, 2020 against the Charlotte Knights at the DBAP

Includes:

Durham Bulls
4 tickets to 2020 game Expirers September 7, 2020
Excludes Opening Day and July Fourth

Est. value: $104
Courtesy of donor/s: Durham Bulls
TAKE ME OUT TO THE BALL PARK AND STAY THERE

The Durham Bulls have announced the team’s 2020 home International League schedule. The six-time Governors’ Cup champions will open their 70-game home slate on Thursday, April 9 against the Charlotte Knights at the DBAP.

Immerse yourself in the excitement of the Bull City when you stay at Aloft Durham Downtown. Settled in the heart of the American Tobacco Campus, Durham’s thriving entertainment district, the hotel is within walking distance to an array of charming boutiques, local restaurants, Durham Bulls Athletic Park and Durham Performing Arts Center, lovingly known as DPAC. Check-in to the tech-forward hotel, grab a crafted cocktail and play a round of pool with fellow travelers at the swanky lobby bar.

Includes:
- Durham Bulls
- 4 tickets to 2020 game
- Expires September 7, 2020
- Excludes Opening Day and July Fourth

Aloft Hotel
- 2 nights room and & tax
- Expires October 5, 2020
- Advance Reservations Required

Est. value: $600

Courtesy of donor/s: Durham Bulls and Aloft Hotel

TALK BIRDIE TO ME

Enjoy a fun and exhilarating day with friends, family or colleagues on one Durham’s most celebrated golf courses. The beautiful 18-hole championship Duke University Golf Club is considered one of the top ten golf courses in North Carolina.

Includes:
- Duke University Golf Club
- Two rounds of golf, good anytime, including golf cart.
- Expires October 4, 2020
- Some Restrictions Apply

Est. value: $250

Courtesy of donor/s: Washington Duke Inn and Golf Course
LIVE, LAUGH, LAKE...

The location is perfect- one hour drive north on I-85 from Durham. The cove provides quiet, deep water and fun docks for swimming and fishing yet has a gorgeous main lake view with privacy on both sides.

There are beautiful colors in the fall and golf and a winery nearby. Amenities include TV, heating and air, full kitchen, spacious parking, outdoor fire pit, and dock over the water.

Includes:

One Week Getaway to Lake Gaston
Sleeps 8
3 bedrooms, 4 queen beds
2 baths,
2 den areas

Offer is good for a Wednesday to Wednesday week, to be determined with owner, to be used before October 5, 2020.

Linens and Towels are not included, No smoking or pets allowed.

Est. value: $1750

Courtesy of donor/s:

Susan and Brad Berndt
NOTHING COULD BE FINER…

Perfect for a quick overnight getaway, enjoy the comfort of the Washington Duke Inn. The Classic Package includes deluxe accommodations and breakfast the following morning. Select to have breakfast in the Vista Restaurant or dine from the comfort of your guestroom with in-room dining.

Includes:

Washington Duke Inn
Overnight Stay and Breakfast for Two. Some Restrictions apply. Please call to book accommodations.

Est. value: $396

Courtesy of donor/s: Washington Duke Inn and Golf Course

THE ULTIMATE STAYCATION

Relax in the perfect location for visiting Duke with a Bed & Breakfast Delight Package at the JB Duke Hotel. Enjoy superior accommodations along with a sumptuous full breakfast in the Marketplace. Garage parking and Wifi are complimentary.

Includes:

JB Duke Hotel Classic Package

Est. value: $325

Courtesy of donor/s: JB Duke Hotel
YOU HAD ME AT ALOHA

Tired of seeing Waikiki Beach only on Hawaii Five O? Enjoy a 14-day tropical holiday at the luxurious Aston Waikiki Sunset Resort. Surf Waikiki’s famous breakers, snorkel above the stunning reefs of nearby Kapiolani State Park, hike up Diamond Head volcano, visit the Pearl Harbor National Memorial or golf on one of Oahu’s nationally ranked golf courses. Waikiki Sunset is on the quieter east side of Waikiki, yet it is a mere stroll from the resort to Honolulu’s high-end shopping district and outstanding restaurants. Nearby is the Honolulu Zoo, home to several lemurs! This renovated, one bedroom condo sleeps four comfortably. Amenities include free parking, heated pool and cable TV. A bus stop for Honolulu’s praised transportation system is one block away. You’ll be hard pressed to do all there is to do in fourteen days!

https://www.aquaaston.com/hotels/aston-waikiki-sunset

Includes:

14-day tropical stay at the luxurious Aston Waikiki Sunset Resort

Dates to be mutually agreed on by owner and purchaser.

Est. value: $2500

Courtesy of donor/s: Anonymous